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WE PROTEST"

Questions
Fired At
Registrar

"S it-In ” Planned
Monday At T-Hall
By Peg Vreeland

By Judy Newton

Nine UNH students have organized the Ad Hoc Committee Against
the Machine.
They advocate a “ sit-in ” at the administrative offices at Thomp
son Hall Monday, January 11, at 3:45 p.m. They are protesting a
“ crucial loss of choice by the students in the planning of their own
academic program.”
The committee, composed of student leaders and heads of major
student organizations, wrote, printed, paid for, and distributed a
one-page protest last night at the
special Student Senate meeting. tion procedure - students. It
The protest listed implications seems to us that in a university
to “ choice by machine.” They of this size, the steps taken by
the Registrar for the sake of
are:
1. You will no longer be able efficiency are an unnecessary
to affect the single, most im por sacrifice of student freedom in
tant c r i t e r i a in selecting £ scheduling.”
Ad Hoc Committee Against the
course - the professor.
2. You will no longer be able Machine called for a sit-in un
to exercise choice in selecting less the grievences are ade
course times around your own quately answered. Jeff Stamps
individual study and living habits. said that at least 200-400. people
3. To quote the somewhat un have indicated support of the sitgrammatical pre - registration in as of Wednesday night.
Lynda Brearey, president of
instructions, ‘Conflicts are test
ed for early and the schedule re  Hitchcock Hall, said that her en
jected if one exists. Place in tire dorm was concerned about
processing is lost since the sche the problem and she was sure
duling continues while co rre c she could get 150 girls to parti
tions to any individual’ s request cipate in the sit-in.
The Committee is composed
are being made.’ We understand
this to mean that one conflict of: Keith Dewey, president of In
will place you at the bottom of quirer; Peter Spaulding, p resi
the IBM stack and may result dent of the Young Americans for
in a total, rather than partial Freedom; Bill Hanaford; Bern
Anderson, co-chairman of No
revision of your schedule.
The Committee said, “ The Reg Time for Politics II; Jeff Stamps,
istrar of the University had in president of the MUSO; JohnEcodicated that his purpose in being nomos, president of the Socratic
is to devise the most efficient Society; Charter Weeks; Donald
system of registration possible. Hackett, president of the Young
In his quest for efficiency, we Republicans; Win Rhoades, co feel that he has neglected one chairman of No Time for P oli
small constituent of the registra tics II.

Owen B. Durgin, registrar,
looked worried when he walked
into the special open emergency
meeting of the Student Senate to
discuss IBM registration last
night.
He looked like a man with
problems. So did the 150 students
waiting to hear him.
“ I’ m not here to defend the new
system, but to explain it,” he be
gan in an hour-and-a-half ques
tion and answer period.
Registrar Durgin listens to question from Student Senator
Durgin made clear the follow
at last night’s emergency Senate meeting in Hamilton Smith
ing points:
114.
Photo by Bomstein
1. No student can be guaran
teed anything. Durgin himself
said, “ there is an intriguing pos
sibility we’ ll have two registra
tions.”
2. If you have a first sem es
ter course with one professor
there is no assurance that you
will have him for the second
By Linda Clarke
semester.
In an emergency meeting of a committee to discuss with the
3. The machine will give you
time to eat, but have no regard the Student Senate last night, Faculty Council “ satisfactory”
for the time that you want to have Senators defeated a proposal to solutions to th e registration
support a sit-in demonstration problem, if any do exist.
classes.
At the time the third motion
4. If you are a senior, you Monday afternoon at T-Hall ahave no better chance to get a gainst the use of the IBM ma ;Was placed on the floor, there
course than a freshman. First chine in registration. About 150 was no quorum of Senators. Two
students attended the meeting thirds, or 54 senators was recome, first served.
xiuired. Only 49 were present.
5. If there is any mistake in a in Hamilton Smith 114.
student’ s schedule that the ma
Despite the opposition to the A suspension of the rules prior
chine cannot handle, his card will proposal there were at least nine to the voting on the third motion,
be pulled out and corrected by teen Senators present who were was made when this e rror was
pointed out.
hand, while the machine con in favor.
Dean Keesey, who attended the
tinues to churn.
Senator Randall Plourde said:
6. A mistake in a student’ s “ We don’ t want a Brave New meeting, told the senate to “ wait
number could mean that an ima World or a 1984 yet, or ever, for an impasse” before taking
any demonstrative action and to
ginary person may be assigned and this is the beginning.”
courses and the real student gets
He was referring to the lack “ be reasonable” and go through
nothing.
of choice students will face next every possible communicative
7. If you work until nine in the semester if they register under channel before taking any action
at all.
morning and don’ t want any the new system.
He pointed out that students
classes before nine-thirty, it is
A motion to oppose any violent
necessary to get a signed p er action or sit-in, however, was de should have something definite to
mission from the Dean’ s office feated by the Senate. The motion protest for, not against, before
By Martha Emerson
excusing you from the wanted made by Senator David Deering they make any demonstrations.
Keesey
refused
to
make
any
“
The
end
of
our
first
year
finds
time.
During next week one of the
read: “ Be it moved that the UNH
8. You have no choice of which Senate be recorded as completely statement on possible reaction to us still stubbornly confident, still members of the team will be on
alternate will be substituted for a opposed to any violent action or the proposed sit-in for Monday struggling with the language, still hand at the information center to
conflicting course.
sit-in demonstration as a r e  until he had spoken to university furious at delays, still learning talk with anyone interested.
to live with frustration. But what
“ We are trying a system that action to the registration prob planners and other officials.
Wayne Sprague, Chairman of
President McConnell, called can we do? We love it.”
is not unique,” Durgin said. “ It lem .” This was defeated.
the Student Senate Peace Corps
by
the
NEW
HAMPSHIRE,
said:
Next
week
students
and
faculty
A motion was passed to set up
(Continued on page 4)
“ We ought to hear what students will have the opportunity of ob Committee, suggests that in
have to say. If we can make taining first-hand information a- terested students make use of the
some feasible adjustments in the bout the Peace Corps, both in information available at the desk
program then we will do so .” He ideology and in action. A four in the Union. In this way they
can be prepared to ask the rep
had no comment on the sit-in.
The Student Senate seems to be incapable of dealing in
member team, consisting of resentatives specific questions
Students will not be able to Peace Corps staff and ex-volun
any way with student reaction to the change in registration
and avoid wasting the team’ s
choose their course sections if the teers will be on campus.
procedures.
time explaining information al
We wish to emphasize that the Ad Hoc Committee
IBM does take over. This means
An information center has been ready available in the pamph
Against the Machine and the many students who have indi
that students will have no oppor set up in the lobby of the Me
cated their enthusiastic support for our protest feel that
tunity to decide the time or the morial Union. Information vary lets.
the question of time makes impractical any modifications of
professor they desire. They can ing from qualifications to de
During the week, placement
the registrar’s proposed registration procedures.
only choose the course.
tailed descriptions of individual tests will be given. Those in
^Therefore, the situation would seem to demand that the
Senate President Larry Golden programs is available.
terested in taking the tests
registrar revert to the system used last semester in the
told the Senate that it was an in
Bill Brownell, a member of the should sign up in the registra
interest of efficiency and fair play for all. Further, there
sult to the student body that they Peace Corps team from Wash tion book provided at the infor
must be both faculty and student participation in the for
were not consulted beforehand ington, D.C., and an ex-volunteer mation center.
mation^ of registration procedure for next September. In
about the IBM machine.
The members of the team will
from -Bolivia, has already ar
short, if the administration does not answer positively to
“ Maybe the students can be rived. He is available at the visit and speak in some classes.
these grievences - see you at T-Hall Monday.
snubbed too much,” Golden said. Student Senate Office.
(Continued on page 5)

Senate Uncommitted
On Planned "S it-In ”

Peace Corps Team Visits
Here To Recruit Volunteers

Ad Hoc Committee Statement
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Letters To The Editor
Why
loco Parentes

Kill?

To the Editors:
sure on us, although we cannot To the Editor:
After reading about the fate of justify the action rationally. It
Your thoughtful editorial (Dec.
News E ditor............................................................... Judith Newton
Feature Editor ............................................ Margaret A. Vreeland the recent Student Senate pro is better that you learn deceit 3) on the killing instinct in man
Sports Editor ............................................................... Don Beattie posal to allow women in men’ s and trickery to get around the raised some pertinent questions
Associate Editors ........................................ Nicholas G. Littlefield dormitory rooms, I was both rules you feel are unjustified. which were either evaded or
Susan C. Williamson disturbed and concerned. For We know you have been doing distorted in the three answering
Linda Clarke it seems that the University has it for years and so long as letters published a week later.
The urge to kill is certainly
Business Manager ........................................ Raymond McEachem once again displayed its w ill nobody else finds out, you can
Advertising Manager................................................ John M. Zerba ingness to act in a position of count on us to look the other way not an integral part of human
Circulation Manager .................................................... Toni Young loco parentes. I submit that it most of the time.” It is true nature; civilization in general’
Secretary ........................................................... Barbara Robidoux is not the proper function of that we all agree, “ Education is has left it behind, where civ ili
Photographic Editor .............................................
Peter Burleigh an institution of higher learning what we are here for.” But it is zation exists. Rather is it an
to force a conception of morality time we took a hard look at outlet for such men - from Lee
Photographers..............................................................................TonyGilmore
Oswald to the ordinary hunter Charter Weeks on its students, nor is it proper what is being taught.
for the University to act in the
Edward S. David
as suffer feelings of inferiority,
„ ^ „
DickDunham
Staff Reporters
place of parents who have shun
Class of 1966
insecurity or frustration, and
Richard Tansey, Susan Colby, Susan Beckler, Marsha Feldman, ned their obligations, and have
must compensate for them by
Barbara Montelin, Carol Chipman. Gladys Pearce, Kris Works, sent their sons and daughters off
some act of violence - one which
Carol Quimby, Martha Emerson, Mary Priest, Jane O'Conner, to college still in need of som e
can, however, be performed with
Marcia Reed, Carolina Bodner, Jeffrey Hatch. Jeffrey Karelis, one to watch over them. Such
perfect safety to themselves
To the Editors:
Jon Shannon, Roger Jewell, Richard Rogers, Bill Dykstra, Rex “ students” do not belong in c o l
I don’ t know why David Cohen (barring the frequent slaughter
Sherman, Ken Clark, Mary-Eillen Besakirskis, Bruce Fuller, lege.
hunts, or used to hunt. All he of hunters by their triggerBarbara Young, Marcia Marston.
The New Hampshire reports tells us is that he does it in happy brethren).
Faculty Advisor
that the Deans’ feeling was, “ that stinctively or naturally, and this
The wanton killer of wildlife
Donald M. Murray
the rule would be abused.” If does not pinpoint his motivation.
is by no means a split per
Sabscription rate: $4.00 per rear
this great new freedom were to
Local adrertisinsr accepted at the rate o f $1.25 per column inch
But hunters in general act sonality - a killer on Sundays
prove too much for some of our
A ll unsigmed editorials are by the Editor-in-Chief
“ students” , it is better that they from the reasons he suggests, and a perfectly civilized in
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Offices o f Durham and Somersworth,
out, as well as others. When he comes dividual during the week. He will
New Hampshire, under the Act o f March 8, 1879. Accepted for mailing at be discovered and weeded
special rate o f postagre provided fo r in section 1103, A ct of October 8, 1917. That the University insists on to see that all the reasons are display, in his ordinary dayAuthorized September 1, 1918. Total number o f copies printed 6,000. Paid mothering people who merely unworthy of the kind of person to-day speech and behavior, suf
circulation o f 4,900, and a free distribution o f 1,100.
crowd the classroom and lower he wants to be, then he begins ficient evidence of callousness
Send notice o f undelivered copies on form 3579 to the NEW HAMPSHIRE, the standards is both ridiculous to criticize hunting. When he and brutality to account for his
Memorial Union Building, Durham, N. H.
finds other activities which are interpretation of “ sport.”
and hypocritical.
Printed by New Hampshire Publishing Co.
Possibly I have unjustly ac more interesting and useful, he
It is saddening but hardly sur
cused the University. It could be stops hunting.
prising to find your expression
that the Administration is the
The image of the hunter is of humane considerations de
victim of some politics on the
Registrar Owen Durgin has taken a harmful and unneces part of our housemothers. “ I’ m related to traditions of manli rided as a “ pansy editorial.”
sary step in planning a computer registration for next semester. not going to babysit.” was the ness and courage. When a man Two of your correspondents were
The machine is making the choice of professor and section comment of one. The University braved the perils of the hunt to able to take refuge, for self
return with needed food for his justification, in sophistry of a
hour that the students have had and should continue to have.
pays them to babysit now. But,
After the first semester at UNH, each student is aware of if we take away the babysitter, family or community, he was sort; the third, being less ar
ticulate, was obliged to fall back
good professors and bad professors, professors that he likes and the baby in this case might just justly praised for performing
professors that he dislikes, hours that he can concentrate and be allowed to grow up! Pity, all masculine duty. Nowadays there on a crude form of abuse. None
is no challenge in most lives and of the three was able to fabri
hours that he cannot concentrate, times that he needs to work
those resignations would have precious little hard work. The
cate a plausible excuse for
for expenses^ and times that he needs to study. Each person’s
wants are different, and could be worked out by getting the to be accepted. What ever could few who act heroically today risk killing.
we
do
with
the
money
saved?
prison instead of death, and
professor and the hour wanted for each course. Not everyone
R. B. Stone
The housemothers feel the social ostracism instead of phys
was successful with every course, but by the time each person
left the registration room, he knew what his semester was logistics of the proposal would ical exertion.
present a problem. I don’ t see
planned out to be.
But man still gropes for the
Selecting courses is not just a plugging in of one alternate why. They seem to do all right more p r i m i t i v e experiences,
now
running
around
checking
for a closed course. Most people want a balanced schedule in
To the Editor:
relation to the type of course, professor teaching it, and tim e it once a week to see that the poor sensing that the purpose of life
For ten weeks we have been
cannot
be
fulfilled
without
grap
is given. If a course that has a great deal of reading and class> little darlings have picked up
putting up with all sorts of petty
periods with student discui^ion is closed, the person will probably their clothes. I feel confident that pling with elemental conditions grievances from small groups
want an alternate that is similar. The machine only reads numbers with their long experience they and tasks provided by nature. of unnamed people. The irate
could out-wit the boys in their The hunter who says he just likes
and hours. It cannot determine the nature of the course.
attitudes have come from every
After the machine registration period is over, and a student attempts to hide girls, “ under to be in the woods is largely corner of the campus. This
right;
he
carries
a
gun
because
has an unbalanced schedule with professors he doesn’t want, at the beds, in closets, e tc ...” What
group of perfectionists seems
times he dosent want them, he can only resort to the drop and of the objection that there is his friends would think him queer
add system. This not only complicates the mechanical workings nothing, “ to stop a boy from to walk in the woods for its own to be made up of faculty and
but does not allow a series of changes possible while running bringing his girl back into the sake. He sometimes shoots game unnamed students who make it
around the registration room from table to table. There is no give dorm through another door after and brings it home, mainly- to their business to find fault with
and take, no thii^iug involved when the IBM selects an alternate. checking out?” Easy! Post a guard satisfy what is expected of him everything that goes on around
There is very little give and take when a student has to run at every door with a shotgun. On as a “ hunter” , but rarely to his campus.
from one professor to another with drop and add cards.
the other hand, what stops the men own feeling of satisfaction.
In the latest New Hampshire
Tlwre is no^ question that registration can be improved. from bringing girls into the
There are some hunters with (10), you picked up the com 
There is no question that the IBM machine has been important in dorms now? Could it be that the
plaint of a few about the music
the re^strar’s every attempt to ease the strain o f registration. security system is so lax as to a more blood thirsty motivation. played in the dining area of the
But
they
would
probably
be
aThis time, however, he has gone too far too quickly. He has have part of it based on individual
MUB. This bit of timely news
moved the machine out o f the realm of mechanics into the realm responsibility shown by most shamed to indulge were it not was placed in the corner of the
for
the
many
who
go
out
in
of selection.
students.
search of a vocation they can first page where few people could
There may be need for an IBM registration, but the
Another objection was that
miss it. While you fiddled with
specific workings and results o f such a system should be further most of the men’ s room s, “ Are no longer imagine or fulfill.
them, twenty-one hundred stu
Arthur Harvey
considered before it goes into effect. Making known how the not fit to bring a girl into.”
dents were getting sick on the
Raymond, N. H.
new system works only three weeks before registration is not I suggest that the girl in question
food that the University dining
adequate time.
facilities were serving. The
^The only solution now is to stop the IBM plan and delay it (who everyone has assumed is
larger number didn’ t receive any
imtil it can be understood and until each student can be assured willing to be stuffed under beds,
publicity until the ninth page
that he will be choosing and the machine will only be working in closets, and smuggled through
back doors) be allowed to decide To the Editor:
of your paper.
out his choke.
if the room is “ fit” for her.
Your article “ Why Kill?” was
We, the underclassmen, are
“ What’ s the matter with going excellent. It is time there was a
to parties, the MUB, etc?” change in men’ s minds and the told where to eat and when to eat,
Nothing at all, except that the gunner as no longer a hero. A so we must endure the pain, but
In the November 19, 1964 issue THE NEW HAMPSHIRE implication is that there is som e big strong man bringing home a those who are so graciously en
announced a photography contest. Photographs were to be judged, thing wrong with also wanting dead rabbit or squirrel looks dowed as to be able to eat in
regardless of subject matter, on the impact o f an experience, some small measure of privacy. pretty silly. As for deer, if there the union could eat ansrwhere
as expressed through the me«iium of photograidiy. The four best The Senate has made a pro is an over population in some they choose. Yet, they are com 
prints were to be shown in the December 17 NEW HAMPSHIRE posal which was carefully r e  areas that is for the Fish & plaining about a little music that
does not aid their digestion.
and these four and others were to be exhibited in the gallery of searched. Similar systems are in
Game to remove, as man has
the Memorial Union this week.
operation at many schools. The eliminated their natural preda
If people are disturbed by the
Unfortunately only two people responded. The paper hoped Administration vetoed the mea
for a better response than this and would like to get further sure. Until a clearer explanation tors. If some men must kill, music in MUB, then I say, come
there is always a revolution going eat with us in Stillings or Hud
response if the interest is there.
is given, it would seem that the on and an equal chance for the dleston where all is peaceful
We have rescheduled the deadline for entries for January
14 and will print the best four prints in the January 21 issue of University is hiding its head in hunter and the hunted. Well, I and happy.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. If there are no more entries, the the sand, saying in effect, “ We don’ t need to tell you.
Chet Frame
M rs. May Berry
photographs already received will be judged on their own must veto the idea because of
internal and/or external pres
Engelhardt Hall
Durham
merits and awarded accordingly.

The Hunter

The Loss O f C h o ice

Buck Up

Excellent

P h o to g r a p h Contest
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University Calendar
FRroAY, JANUARY 8
Senior Pictures (Granite)
N. H. Hall Lobby
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Varsity Hockey
at Merrimack 6 p.m.
Varsity Basketball
Bates Field House 8 p.m.

MUSO Dance
Strafford Room MUB 8 p.m. SUNDAY, JANUARY 10
Couple 50c
University Theater Special
Single 35c
Production
Hennesy Theater PAC 8 p.m.
Carlos Montoya Concert
Scenes from E. E. Cum
Allied Arts Series
mings’ “ Him.” Free to Uni
Johnson Theater PAC 8 p.m.
versity Theater season ticket
Admission: By season ticket
holders; other tickets may be
or single admission $2.00
available at the door.
Outing Club Ski Trip to
Sunday Choral Group
Mount Snow.
Room M121 PCAC 8 p.m.
Gathering at 6:00 p.m. Fri
day at the Union. Departure MONDAY, JANUARY 11
time: 6:30. Return Sunday by
9:30.
Senior Pictures (Granite)
N. H. Hall Lobby
All equipment, skiing and
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
other, not carried by individ
uals should be tagged for
Chemistry Help Session
identification. Skiis and poles
James Hall 102 7 p.m.
should be laisihed together.
Animal
Industry Club
Those interested in going
Nesmith Hall Room 116
should visit the 0. C. office
7:30 p.m.
between 1 and 2 Monday
through Friday.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 12
SATURDAY. JANUARY 9
Senior Pictures (Granite)
N. H. Hall Lobby
Freshman Hbckey
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
at St. Paul’s 2 p.m.
Lecture by Astronaut Russell
Varsity Indoor Track
L. Schweikart
at Maine
Strafford Room MUB 1 p.m.
Freshman Basketball
Chemistry Help Session
Bates JV. Field House 6 p.m.
James Hall 102 7 p.m.

m
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PIP

bJBRe e t m for
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Renem eRr

w m w
\
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NOTICE
Gourmet Dinner
UNH Hotelmen’s Society
Rooms 14-15 and 207-208
Strafford Rm. MUB 7:30 p.m
in Murkland Hall and Rooms
Freshman Basketball
6-7 and 214-215 in Hamilton
Issac Stem Concert
at Andover
Johnson Theater PCAC 8 p.m.
Smith have been designated
Freshman Indoor Track:
Tickets: $3.00 for adults,
for study use from 7:00 p.m.
at Bates
$2.00 for students.
to 11: p.m. Monday through
A concert by one o f the
Varsity Indoor Track
PViday.
greatest violinists of our time.
at Bates
Mr. Stem’s ear - dazzling
Smoking is not permitted in
technique and the rich tone of
these rooms by order of the
his 250-year-old Guarnerius THURSDAY, JANUARY 14
State Fire Marshal.
have cast a spell over millions
Senior Pictures (Granite)
since his debut in 1943.
N. H. Hall Lobby
NOTICE
Varsity Hockey at Norwich
9 ajn. - 5 p.m.
Christian Science
To residents of North Con
Varsity Basketball
Grafton Room MUB 6:30 p.m. greve, South Congreve, Jessie
Connecticut
Intramural Council
Doe, McLaughlin, Sawyer,
Field House 8 p.m.
Carroll Room MUB 6:30 p.m. Schofield, Scott, and Smith
Beth Peterson,
MJB
Halls;
Home Economist for E. I.
Rockingham MUB 7 p.m.
From C. Robert Keesey,
DuPont De Nemours & Com
pany will give a talk on Du
Secretary, University Traffic
FOUND:
pont’s more recent develop
Committee;
ments in fabrics. She will A lady’s hairdryer in downtown
speak at 4:30 p.m. January 12, Durham. Whoever lost it con
Overnight parking for stu
1965, in Room 212 of Pettee tact Mrs. Sheldon at the Dept, dent vehicles with WD regis
Hall. All interested persons of Arts, Ext. 506.
tration stickers should be
are invited.
confined to that area o f the
New Hampshire Hall lot
NOTICE
closest td Main St. between
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13
New Hampshire Hall and
Student organizations desir Edgewood Rd.
Senior Pictures (Granite)
ing office space in the Memor
This arrangement should
N. H. Hall Lobby
ial Union Building should
9 ajui. - 5 p.m.
contact in person, or by mail, facilitate the removal of snow
Mr. Ronald C. Barrett, Me during the winter months, and
Chemistry Help Session
morial Union Director, by thus be of benefit to vehicle
James Hall 102 7 p.m.
owners who use the lot.
January 15.
MVAB
Rockingham Room MUB
7:30 p.mi.
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NEED A HAIRCUT

TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING
COME TO

G R A N T ’S

THE WILDCAT

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

and h ave

SAVE 65c ON REPRINTS

A DELICIOUS PIZZA
Free Delivery on Campus for Orders o f
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Paras Pizza House

!!

513 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.

15 of Your Favorite Black and White

Open —* .
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.

Negatives Printed for $1.00

Pri. & Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.

PRICED FROM .90 • 1.50
Bruce Grant, Manager

Svm.

UNH 1949

12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829
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Durgin Takes The Stand As Student-Faculty Response
Student Senate ''Guest”
(Continued from page 1)
is used by the Universities of
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
They gave me a great deal of
helpful information but on one
point they were dead wrong. They
said there would be no student
resistance.”
Durgin fingered his glasses
and added, “ I do not face the next
few weeks with any degree of
confidence, even without student
resistance.”
He said that the new system
made it possible for students to
get required courses and also
evenly distributed the number of
students in sections.
The program is starting next
semester instead of next fall
because (1) the students here now
are more experienced; (2) the
Time and Room schedule is ac
curate and (3) all faculty is
here, Durgin said.
He felt that the risks involved
in attempting a new system were
far less during a second sem es
ter. “ Should we plow a furrow
with our nose - and that is quite
possible, the mistake will not be
horribly detrimental. However, it
will not be pleasant.”
“ The Machine,” as the IBM has
been referred to, will go through
the following procedures after
being fed students’ preregis
tration information:
1. Checks for immediate con

flicts with the Time and Room
schedule already in its “ mem
ory .”
2. If there is no conflict it
forms a schedule placing the
student in sections of a class that
are least full.

To New IBM Registration

Sivdent Says Faculty Majority Refuses
Why Chaace?
Comment On System

3. Produces course cards.
By Kris Works
Durgin said that it would r e 
“ Why should education be left
quire 30 machine hours to pro to chance?”
cess the 5,000 schedules.
This was the comment of Don
When asked why there was no Hackett, a junior and Student Sen
provision for class preference ator from Hunter Hall, and Ad
instead of a “ first come - first Hoc committee member, when
serve basis,” Durgin said that it asked about the new system of
was a possibility, but they had not registering by IBM machine.
The main objection students
considered it necessary.
Several of the questions asked had to this new system was that
about the validity of the system, they no longer have as much
choice as they used to have.
and the loss of student choice.
“ It is typical of the adminis
To these Durgin answered, “ We
are not concerned in this dis tration’ s lack of faith in the
cussion with whether the system ability of the students to deter
is good or bad. The problem we mine their own direction,” Hac
face now is to make it as least kett added.
Sophomore Rich Aaronianpre
distasteful as possible.”
When asked if there was the sented the other side of the story
possibility that the system would by saying, “ I was against it at
not work, Durgin smiled skepti first because I didn’ t under
cally. “ If the program doesn’ t stand what they were going to
work the cause would be som e do. I’ m all for it now. There
thing like a loss of power or will be some disappointments but
lightening striking the machine. that will happen no matter what
you do.”
That did happen one night.”
The concensus among fresh
Durgin left the meeting with
the statement, “ I must say that men is one of favor while the
your reception was better than upperclassmen are generally op
posed. Senior Wayne Vennard
I deserved.”
said, “ For my first three years
I looked forward to becoming a
senior so that I could get my
preference for certain courses
and now that I am a senior that
(Continued on page 5)

“can I solve
problems for IBM?”
A variety of technologies —any of which you
may have studied—can be used to build com
puters. You can solve problems in Research,
Development, Manufacturing, Marketing or
Programming.
Wherever you start in IBM, your abilities can
grow along with the computer field.- Some of
the disciplines we put to work are Chemistry,
Physics, Metallurgy, Engineering, Mathemat
ics, Statistics, Economics and Business Ad
ministration.
If you want growing room for your ideas, see
IBM. Your placement office can make an
appointment with our interviewers. Or write
directly to Manager of College Relations, IBM
Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, New York
10504. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Interviews Feb. 15,16
Applied Mathematics, Applied Mechanics, Data Com m unica
tions, Digital Computers, Guidance Systems, H um an Factors,
In d u stria l En gin e e rin g, In fo rm a tio n Retrieval, M arketing,
M anufacturing Research, Microwaves, Optics, Reliability En
gineering, Servom echanism s, Solid State Devices, System s
Sim ulation and related areas.

Y D lU i
a i SJt I

FOR SALE

By Sue Williamson
“ Registration is a mechanical
process and should stay one,”
was the comment of P rofessor
of philosophy, Asher Moore, on
the new IBM registration system.
In general, the 15 professors
tested with questions, “ What do
you think of the new registration
system ?” either felt they would
not be affected or refused to
make a comment. Below are com 
ments of the few professors who
did reply.
Associate P rofessor of Animal
Science, Gerald Smith, said “ The
bugs will have to be worked out
of it just like a new car. A new
car, just as the new registration
system, will need an overhual
before you can get it going right.”
According to John Hatch, pro
fessor of the arts, “ The new reg
istration won’ t affect me very
much because the kids sign up
previously for studio space.” Ov
erall, he thought, that the system
won’ t make such an affect as
believed now.

P rofessor Albert Daggett of
chemistry and P rofessor Loring
T irrell of Animal Science had
about the same comment to make.
Dagget said, “ I’ ve paid no at
tention to it because I’ m too busy
with my own affairs.”
“ I haven’ t even had time to
look it over,” was T irrell’ s com 
ment.
“ If students follow directions,”
said professor of Zoology, Lorus
Milne, “ registration should go
off well. I haven’ t seen anything
wrong with it yet.”
“ The students have always
taken their pick of courses and
professors, they won’ t be able to
now, and that’ s bad,” commented
Donald Murray, assistant profes
sor of English. “ But, I’ d say IBM
registration is a function of the
University’ s size. The bigger it
becom es, the more impersonal it
will have to get. B esides,” he
said, “ the smart students will
learn to beat the system .”

Start Y o u r O w n B u sin e ss
Reliable Person Wanted to Start His Own
Business Selling Ladies Shoes at Factory
Prices

1 Very Fine

No Capital Needed

Moose Hoof
Ashtray

For details phone Rochester 332-1062

$20

‘Let me explain how to
start a Life Insurance
program now.”

8 6 8 -2 5 8 1

W H A T ’S
N E W

Paul B. Allen '58

ATLANTIC?

48 Bellamy Road

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN THE JANUARY

“ M y Friend Sa u l Bellow ’ ’ by Alfred
Kazin: A n inform al and illu m in atin g
portrait of Sa u l Bellow, and an a n a ly
s is of h is new novel, Herzog, w hich is
at the top of the best se lle r list.
“ The Spread of Nuclear W e a p o n s’’
by Raym ond Aron: Will the a rm s race
between the U.S. and U .S.S.R. co n 
tinue in spite of the test-ban ag re e 
m ent sig n e d by the B ig Tw o?
An
in-depth a n sw e r to th is and other
q u e stio n s c o n c e rn in g nuclear w eap
o n s is given by the noted French
autho r and critic.
“ Getting Aw ay with M u rd e r’’ by Erie
Stanley Gardner: A n a m u s in g account
of the a u t h o r's early d a y s of w riting
w hen he, D ash ie ll Hammett,
an d Carroll Jo hn D aly were
first b re a k in g into print.
W hat h a p p e n s when
an o u tsta n d in g staff
of e ditors se ts out to
p roduce a m agazine
of the high e st a c a 
de m ic an d cultural
inte re st? Y o u ’ll know
w hen you read Th e
Atlantic. In each is 
s u e y o u ’ll find fresh
new ideas, exciting
literary technique s,
keen a n a ly se s of c u r
rent affa irs an d a
high ord e r of criti
cism , Get y o u r copy
today.

Telephone 742-1642

MUTUAL T R U S T
li fe

i n s u r a n c e

Nothing finer in

c o m p a n y

LIFE INSURANCE

DOUBTING THOMAS?
HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?
Christianity has more to offer than hope, it has positive
proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold,
described and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious
Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is
free, non-Denominational, Christian. Martyn W. Hart,
Box 53, Glen Ridge, N. J. 07028 (USA).

ON
SALE
NOW
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'’Finals Make You or Break You”

(Continued from page 1)
They also plan to spend their
evenings in the smokers at the
dorms and in fraternity and s o r
ority houses.

By Bruce Fuller
“ They can either make you or
break you, but they are neces
sary in spite of the anxieties
and frustrations involved.”

Comments . . .

(Continued from page 4>
privilege is
taken away from
me.”
Wayne Soucy, a sophomore,
said, “ I have a course in e co 
nomics in which the different
professors use different texts.
If I get the wrong professor I
will have to buy a new book.
Besides that, many students don’ t
get along with certain profes
sors, If they get one they don’ t
like they probably won’ t get much
out of the course.”
Karen Atcheson, another soph
omore, agreed saying, “ I don’ t
think its fair to make a student
change professors.”

W-ht

Astronaut Russell L. Schweikart will speak Tuesday in the
Strafford Room of the Memorial
Union Building on, “ Project Apollo; Voyage to the Moon.” Schweikart will speak at 1:00 and is
sponsored by the University L ec
tures Committee.

“ Personally,” said a Student
Union philospher, “ I’ m revolted
by the thought of a machine mak
ing up its own wiry mind about
my future. Now I have a real
pushbutton future. It frightens me
that the machine has a mind of
its own. Where does it get such
ideas. From people? They should
all be massacred and the ma
chines made into neat little jackknives for whittling.”

This was the statement, made
by a coed, which best repre
sented the views of both faculty
and students concerning their
opinion of final examinations.
Mindful of the upcoming exams
beginning on January 25 and the
nights of studying and “ burning
the midnight oil” between then
and now, students seemed to be
resigned to meeting the “ neces
sary evil” with sharpened pencils
and a prayer for a good grade.
But some felt that there must
be a better way to measure a
student’ s knowledge of a course.

A junior, Dick Galway, said,
“ Finals represent an attempt on
the part of teachers to unite and
review all the material, but it
seems to me that it is a de
featist’ s attitude that it must be
done through final exams.” He
added that other methods “ ...could
better handle the situation and
reduce the tremendous tensions
unnecessarily built up by the co l
lege student.”
Galway could not think of a
better way of testing, but another
student interviewed. Bob Os
borne, was of the idea that, “ A
final, instead of the way it is,
should be a personal interview
with the teacher.” But he rea
lized that several courses, be
cause of their size, could not be
done in this way.

One coed felt, “ It is necessary
to evaluate the amount a student
has learned, but one exam is no
way to do it.” She stated that
the problem is the grading sy s
tem and the pressure for getting
a good grade. “ What are you
sweating? It is the grading it
self!”
A Randall Hall history major
said, “ Finals prove only that
some students can memorize
better than others. I know this
isn’ t ture in technology, but it
certainly is in many introductory
courses in the liberal arts. I’ m
for more hour exams and short
papers.
“ Something should be learned
from everything we do at c o l
lege,” she said, “ maybe finals
deduct from this learning.”

Olds

1964-65
Student Directories
75 cents

Money to Aid
Senior Key Schorarship
Fund
Sold at ASO office
1- 5 p.m. daily
Basement,
Student Union

Franklin
PrL

was here!

A

'Aoc.

^

Jan. 8

THE NUN’S STORY
(Cblor)
Audrey Hepburn
6:30 - 9:05
Sat.

Jan. 9
Badk By Request
Marlon Brando

ONE-EYED JACKS
(CJolor)
6:30 - 9:05
Sun. - Mon.

Jan. 10 - 11

THE FINEST
HOURS
(Oolor)
Based on the Memories of
Sir Winston Churchill
6:30 - 8:45
Tues. -Wed.

Jan. 12 - 13

ONE POTATO,
TWO POTATOES
“At the Cannes Film Festi
val, one Potato, Two Pota
toes, scored the longest,
loudest ovation in 9 years”
Time Magazine

Whoosh! What you almost saw above was the wooliest number in years: Oldsmobile’s 4-4-2. Sporting (and
standard) equipment includes a 400-cu.-in. 345-hp V-8 mill backed with 4-barrel carb and acoustically
tuned, chambered twin pipes. And “ sticky” red-line tires. And front and rear stabilizers, heavy-duty
frame, springs and shocks that make lean and sway mere memories. Three transmission availabilities, too,
including 3-speed synchromesh, 4-on-the-floor and Jetaway automatic. Better hurry over to your Olds
Dealer’s. The 4-4-2 is a restless beast! (And it’s the lowest priced high-performance car in America!)

O IL D S IM ia B D IL E
T r y a Rocket in A c tio n

... Look to Olds for the N ew l
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Students Study Everywhere That's What They Say Anyway

UNH Instruments Are Now
Aboard US Explorer 26
Ry Judy Newton
The University of New Hamp equipment. Professor Cahill and
shire is really in orbit.
his helpers are constantly anaWhen Explorer 26 was launched lizing the electronic signals that
from Cape Kennedy December 2, the package sends back.
it was carrying a UNH built
Right now, Cahill said, they
instrument package. It was the have from 500-600 reels of tape
fourth satellite in the series to with pertinent data. The Univer
carry instruments designed and sity computer is fed data for
built in DeMerritt Hall by mem continuous interpretation.
bers of the physics department.
Some practical applications of
In charge of the project is what the information supplied by
Associate Professor of Physics the magnetometer can do will
Laurence J. Cahill, with a staff be to tell the man space-flight
of 3 graduate students and about program what ^s out there,
10 undergraduates. His work is exactly how far the protective
supported by federal grants, one magnetic field reaches and what
of which is from NASA. The effects it will have on space
grants total a p p r o x i m a t e l y flights.
$150,000 annually, Cahill said.
The University, Cahill added,
is one of about 10 other univer
sities in the country working on
space equipment of this sort.
The National Science Founda
The 3-pound package in Ex
plorer 26 is called a magneto tion has awarded a $6,600 grant
meter and is designed to measure to Dr. Owen M. Rogers of 15
distortions in the earth’ s mag Thompson Lane, Durham, to
netic field. The distortions are support research on “Chemical
associated with the radiation Induction of Haploidy.”
As assistant professor of
belts - bands of trapped par
ticles - surrounding the earth. horticulture in the Department
P rofessor Cahill started work of Plant Sciences, he has been
ing on satellite equipment as a awarded the one-year grant to
graduate student at the Univer study the chemical prevention of
nuclear division in the pollen
sity of Iowa in 1957.
He started the first designs tube of plants without injury to
for the magnetometer at UNH in pollen tube growth.
Considered a new biological
1960. It took him about 16 to
17 months to design the first one approach, success of the re 
which was carried by Explorer search is expected to contribute
to an understanding of factors
12 in 1961.
Wendell Sawyer who graduated involved in nuclear division and
from UNH in 1964 and a senior, other basic biological problems
Harry Murray, both who are involving the nucleus.
Chemical induction of hapactively engaged in the project,
went to Cape Kennedy with P ro loidy - the development of a
fessor Cahill so that if equip plant cell having only one set of
ment trouble developed someone chromosomes - would, according
to Dr. Rogers, represent a major
would be on hand.
Besides actually building the breakthrough for genetic.

Dr. Rogers
Receives Grant

SCHEIER POTS - These pieces
are part of a $2,500 ceram ics
collection recently donated to
the University of New Hampshire.
They are the work of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Scheier of Durham.

Ceramics Gift
W orth $2 ,5 0 0
In Paul Arts
The University has received a
valuable c e r a m i c s collection
from a former faculty member
and his wife.
The gift, made in the name of
the late David Campbell, consists
of bowls, pots, tiles, and plates.
They were created by Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Scheier of Durham.
Scheier taught as a member of
the UNH art department from its
creation until 1960, when he r e 
signed to devote full time to
ceram ics.
There are 20 pieces in the
collection, valued at more than
$2,500. The Scheiers intended
that it would be the nucleus of a
larger collection in honor of
David Campbell, long-time di
rector of the New Hampshire
League of Arts and Crafts.
The gift was accepted by the
University’ s Board of Trustees
at its December meeting.
The Scheier gift is currently
housed in glass cabinets in the
art wing of Paul Arts Center.

O'NEILS RESTAURANT
Enjoy
New York’s
greatest, newest
hotel at Special
College Rates^
It’s right in the heart of every
thing th a t’ s happening. Like
theatres, supper cluhs, Rocke
feller Center, and just off excit
ing Broadway.

By Susan Colby
Where do students study? muttering verbs in a foreign
The logical answer is the language is in the lavatory. How
library or one of the buildings ever, this is being done, e s 
newly opened for study. How pecially in the women’ s dorms.
ever, each student has his own The lighting is not always the
study habits, and many have dis best, but one can be sure of
covered their own study areas. isolation in the stalls.
Sharon Ball, a junior in Lord,
Bob Clarke, a sophomore, has
has found a studying place where his own pressurized study cabin.
she is very close to nature. She He lives with Jere Chase, the
takes her books and arranges Executive Vice President.
herself in a room among skis,
bikes and one enormous rock,
that juts through the floor.
This is the celebrated Rock
Room on campus. Sharon finds
this place ideal as “ it is always
By Rex Sherman
quiet, and I can talk out loud
without disturbing others.”
Did you know that only 37% of
Mella Heneage, a senior in the students applying for admis
Chi Omega, who likes to isolate sion to UNH are accepted? Or
herself for practising speeches, that nearly 40% of the faculty
finds her answer in the Chapter here have earned their Ph.D.
room of her sorority.
degrees? These are some of the
Students are using the library’ s statistics listed in the C om 
music listening rooms more and parative Guide to American C ol
more for non-musical purposes. leges recently acquired by the
The rooms are sound-proof and library.
can be locked, preventing any
Written by James Cass and
interruption.
Max Birnbaum, the book is de
Although most students don’ t signed to “ illuminate specific
walk around campus with their characteristics of individual c o l
noses in books, they do fre leges.” Each college discussed
quently study between classes. is subject to an analysis based
One favorite spot is the topmost on such factors as admission
staircase of Murkland Hall. It policies and academic pressure.
consists of three steps on the
UNH, for example, is con
third floor and is constantly in sidered “ very selective” in its
use by students waiting for a admissions. Seventy percent of
class or language lab to begin. the freshmen entering in 1963
Many students claim they can ranked in the top quarter of their
study and concentrate while sit secondary school classes.
ting in Dunfey’ s or at the Union
Other qualities measured are
Some go there at six in the even academic environment, faculty,
ing and stay until it closes. and annual costs.
Feelings are that “ it is easy to
Academic pressures here are
study there because they hear the considered “ moderately sev ere.”
noise as a whole - a sort of About 18% of the men and 15%
unrecognizable drone and Can of the women fail to graduate
concentrate better.” Besides, for “ academic reasons.” Of the
they are two seconds away from six New England state univer
a quick coffee break.
sities, only two, UNH and Mas
One unlikely place to find a sachusetts, are called “ very
student pouring over a book or selective,”

UKH "Selective”
Says New Guide

EVERY WEDNESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT — 85c
Ot

FISH-STICK DINNER
Vegetable
Rolls and Butter
Real Mashed Potato or F.F.
OPEN

9 SJB. • 7 pijn. (Mon. • FH.)
10:30 a.m. - 7 lun. (Sst. - Son.)

JOHN JAY
in person ski film —

'Persian
Powder”

Bell System

interviews
Thursday, Jan. 14

Men and women students in the upper half of their
class preferred in all majors. Appointm ents may be
made through the Placem ent Office. All Bell System
Companies w ill be represented by interviewers from:

SPECIAL RATES
Students:

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
AMERICAN TEL. & TEL. — Long Lines
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.

$6 each, 2 in room,
$5 each, 3 in room. $10 single.
Faculty:

$6, $7.50, $ 9 each, 2 in room.
$12 single.

NOW!

Bell System

For reservations, contact Mr. Kent
THE NEW YORK |HILTON

Am erican Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and A sso d atad Com panies

at Rockefeller Center
53 rd & 54th Streets
Ave. of the Americas
New York, N. Y. 10019
Phone 212-JU 6-7000

Portsmouth Senior High Jan. 11 8:30 p.m.
Portsmouth-Seacoast YWCA Benefit $1.75

A n Equal Opportunity Employer
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Rifle Q x x h Alarm ed O ver Sm a / f Turnout
The
Durham Bull
with

Host Botes Sot.

Don Beattie
A new year review of the 1964 sports season at New
Hampshire:
The past year on the UNH sports front started and was
climaxed on a bright note, but the months in between were far
from glorious for the Wildcat teams. There were a few ex
ceptions - among them coach Paul Sweet’ s cross country teams.
1964 opened with coach Olson’ s basketball squad in the midst
of a hot streak. On January 1-2, the Cats won the Bluenose
hoop Classic at Nova Scotia by topping St. Mary 91-71 and
MIT 74-73. UNH was 7-3 at the time but faded into obscurity
losing twelve of the last thirteen games.
The freshmen lost all but a few of their players after
semester break. But Jim Rich and Nick Mandravelis earned
UNH laurels by placing on many of the college “ A ll-Team s".
On April 15, UNH was saddened with the death of Whoops
Snively, who was the victim of a sudden heart attack. Bill
Haubrich assumed the coaching spot of the lacrosse team,
which finished a winning season.
In June, Pete M errill and Dick Ahrendt were named to the
All-New England college baseball team; however, the Cats
finished 4-6 in the conference.
With the fall, the football team turned in a 1-6-1 season,
the only win coming over the Springfield on a late game field
goal by senior Marty Hall. The freshmen went winless.
But Paul Sweet’ s cross country teams were consistent
winners - the frosh going unbeaten and taking the ICAAAA
meet at New York. The leading Freshman runner in the IC4A
meet was Charlie Morril. Others who shined duringthe season
included Carl Bell, Mark Springate, Bob Estabrook, and Greg
Haskell. George Estabrook and Jeff Reneau were the varsity
leaders.
As 1965 came to a close, the basketball team upset St. A’ s
88-76 for their only win of the new season; they also lost
seven before the year came to a close.
A new hockey coach Rube Bjorkman and another YC hockey
title gained headlines. Bjorkman succeeded Snively and his
team promptly whipped Vermont 11-2 and UConn 12-1 for
the championship at Burlington, Vt.
The freshman hoop squad played only one game before 1964
came to a close, but although losing, coach Haubrich has a
bunch of talented yearlings with an extra helping of height.
What’ s in store for 1965 - the first game on a new hockey
rink, progress on the new field house facilities and hopefully
a few more victories for the UNHers.

Tom Home
Coach Bill Olson hoping that
1965 will spell a new fate for
his UNH basketball team will
open the new year at home Satur
day night when Bates is in town.
Last night the Wildcats played
at Boston University, a game
which will be on Channel 11
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
UNH closed 1964 with a 1-7
overall mark, their last loss at
the hands of the Redmen of
UMass 93-78, The setback was
the third for New Hampshire in
conference play.
A trio of juniors lead the NH
scoring parade after the first
eight games - bright hopes for

the future. Tom Horne is the
pacesetter with an 18.8 points
per game average. Behind him
are forward Randy Daniels at
12.8 and Joe Drinon at 12.2.
The other two starters - Jack
Zyla and Jim Ball - have 11.5
and 7.8 averages respectively.
BU was 3-3 on the season
before last night, having beaten
W orcester Poly., Rutgers, and
Northeastern. Losses were to
Mass, Seton Hall, and Temple.
Action during the next week
finds Bates at UNH Saturday,
and conference leading power
house UConn is here next
Tuesday.

Randy Daniels

$ 4 2 .5 0
STUDENT SKI SPECIAL
NORTHLAND Peerless
Laminated Hickory
Ebonite Bottom ...............
Flair Safety Toe Plate
With Tyrol Cable Release
Aluminum Ski Poles..................

$32.50
15.00
5.00
$52.50

Begins Fridayf January 8 th

^
PRICiS \ \

susm

i

CtUAUTY
MERCHANDISE

No Charge for Fitting
Bindings

For

$42.50

Offer Good Until Semester Break

H A R D W A R E H O U SE
Suits, Slax, Caps, Hats, Shoes,
Sweaters, Topcoats, Sportcoats, Rain*
coats. Ties, Sox, Shirts.
=

Records

Skirts, Dresses, Suits,
Slax, Loden Coats, Topcoats, Rain
coats, Sweaters, Jackets, Blouses,
Shorts, Loafers.
___ Fair Traded Items Excepted

The University of New Hamp
shire rifle team has one of the
finest ranges in New England;
members have excellent equip
ment, including a supply of new
.22 calibre target rifles; they
travel to intercollegiate matches
and earn athletic awards; about
the only thing it does not have
is a reasonable number of stu
dents interested enough to try
out for the team.
Sgt. Norm Tufts, coach of the
team, recently discussed the
difficulties he has encountered
in fielding a truly representa
tive team.
“ At this {)oint we have only
seven men competing out of a
male enrollment of 2300 at
UNH,” Tufts disclosed. “ I can
not understand why there is so
little interest shown in a sport
which is so comparatively easy
to develop.”
Previous experience. Tufts
noted, is not an important pre
requisite.
“ I would sooner have a boy
who didn’ t even know how to
load a rifle,” he explained.
“ That way, instead of wasting
a lot of time breaking what might
be poor shooting habits, I can
teach a boy good fundamentals
from the start. With some at
tention to practice, the novice
can be developed into a good
shooter.”
CAN FIELD TEN
Under the new intercollegiate
rules, a match lasts about 50
minutes and a team may enter
ten men with only the top five
scores counting toward the team
total.
The University’ s range, open
to any UNH student, is located
in the basement of the Service
Building, adjacent to the Book
store.
Practices are conducted from
4-6 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday and from 1-3 on
Friday. Anyone interested can
contact Sgt. Tufts at Hewitt Hall
or at the range during practice.
DROP OPENER
UNH dropped their opener to
defending conference champ UMass 1226-1063. The next match
will be at Rhode Island January
16 before the first home match
against Maine February 13.
Members of the team include
sophomores Bruce Binnie, Jan
Herman, Jim Hunt, Mike Minor
and Stan Mullins; junion Don
Valentine and s e n i o r Dave
Landry.

Meet Your Friends
at

Lo Cantina
1 1964 CHEVELLE

TOWN & CAMPUS
A REVLON FIRST!!
Mistake - Proof Hair Color

COLOR STICK
Shampoos in — Won’t Wash Out

NEW AT T & C

4 Dr 6 Cyl Std.
Very Low Mileage
Company Car
Still Under Factory
Guarantee
New Snow Tires
Extra Wheels

GREAT BAY
Motor Co. Inc.
Tel. 659-T1215
Newmarket. N. H.
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Wildcats R om p in YC H o ck e y Tourney
The UNH hockey team copped
their second consecutive Yankee
Conference hockey title over the
Christmas holidays as they whip
ped UConn 12-1 and host Vermont
11-2 in holiday action at Burling
ton, Vt.’ s Gutterson Field House.
The Wildcats resumed their
season schedule last night at
Hanover against Ivy League foe
Dartmouth, In other contests
during the next week UNH will
face UMass, the only YC team
they did not play at Burlington,
and then travel to Norwich next
Tuesday.
Defenseman Brad Houston and
front liner Dude Thorn provided
a majority of the offensive spurt
in the two New Hampshire land
slides. Houston, a Canadian born
puckster, led the point getters
with three goals and six assists
while Thorn, who paced the NH
scorers last season, added to his
1964-65 totals with five goals
and a single assist.

UConn, playing their first year
of varsity hockey, proved no
match for the conference champs
as UNH poured through eight first
period goals as a stepping stone
to the rout.
Defenseman Bill Batchelder
opened the scoring at 3:48 of the
first period on assists from Bert
Myer and Ken Sharpe. Oddly
enough Sharpe and Myer scored
the next two goals within five
minutes and UNH was rolling.
Cat goalie Colin Clark was
tested on 31 shots before he
allowed a score to Conn’ s Russ
Hintz at the eight minute mark of
the third period.
A quick start also paved the
way over UVM in the title af
fair. The hosts from Vermont
had beaten UMass 6-0 to gain the
finals. Houston lit the lamp just
0:47 after the opening face-off,
Barry Jones, Thorn, and Jon
Milne all scored in the first
seven minutes of the runaway.

In all, UNH unloaded a phenominal 64 shots on UVM goalies
Bob Sausville and Clark Burrows.
Thorn was the biggest thorn in
the sides of the Catamounts, reg
istering the hat trick.
In addition to the work of
Houston and Thorn, coach Ruben
Bjorkman’ s M Line of Bob Mc
Carthy, Jon Milne, and Bert Myer
accounted for five goals while
Barry Jones working on the third
line tallied three goals in the two
night stay at Burlington.
Perhaps the only action that
livened the night for the 1500
fans in the Vermont-UNH finale
was a free-for-a ll which broke
out in the second period. UVM’ s
Tony Rische and NH’ s Dave O’ 
Connor both were ejected for
their parts in the fracas.
The Cats, with the two wins,
have upped their seasonal record
to 3-2.

Frosh
Captains Eighth Loss in Row ForHoopsters
Two form er Granite State
Brad Huston

Snively Honored
A form er coach at the Univer
sity of New Hampshire has been
honored by the US Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association.
The late A. Barr “ Whoops*
Snively, lacrosse coach at UNH
for the twelve years prior to his
death last April, was voted the

TKE Ahead In
All-Point Race
Lambda Chi (A), TKE and ATO
(B), and Englehardt (C) lead the
respective intramural basketball
leagues at the start of the new
year with each possessing a 4-0
record.
The League A pace setters.
Lambda Chi, holds a slim edge
over Sigma Alpha Epsilon (3-0)
with the Chem Grads and Sigma
Beta both holding 2-1 marks.
Acacia is 1-3, Theta Chi 0-3 and
Phi Mu Delta 0-4.
TKE and ATO share the B
lead with Phi Kappa Theta (3-1)
right behind. The two leaders
meet next week in a crucial
game. Pike is 2-2; Kappa Sig
ma, AGR and Lambda Chi all
at 1-3 and Phi Mu Delta is
0-4.
East-West and the Commuters
(3-1) both trail Englehardt in
League C .
In the All-Points race, TKE
leads all houses and dorms with
50 points. In league A, Lambda
Chi has 36 followed by SAE
with 30 and Phi Mu Delta with
26.
The C League has two conten
ders in the Commuters with 33
points and E ast-W est has 27.
Hetzel has 16.__________________

YANKEE CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL
W L PCT. GB
UConn.
2 0 1.000
.750
UMass.
3 1
Rhode Is.
2 1 .667
‘/2
2 3 .400
Maine
m
1 2
.333
Vermont
1V2
0 3
.000
UNH
2'/2
Schedule
Jan. 8-Vermont at Mass
Jan. 9-Vermont at Conn.
Jan. 12 UConn at UNH
Jan. 16-R. I. at UConn

lacrosse Coach of the Year at the
Association’ s annual banquet in
New York City recently.
COACHED 40 YEARS
During his coaching career at
UNH Snively’ s teams amassed a
85-47 record while his 40 years
as a coach rank high in sports
circle s. Before coming to Dur
ham, Whoops introduced lacrosse
at Brown University and W il
liams, and had also coached at
Maine and Clarkson Institute.

schoolboy basketball stars have
been named co-captains of the
University o f New Hampshire
freshman hoop squad. Denny
Hodsdon of Rochester and Don
Lamothe of Keene were elected
prior to Christmas vacation by
their teammates.
Both are former all-state se 
lections and will team up for
coach Bill Haubrich’ s starting
backcourt. Hodgdon tallied 22
points in the season’ s opener.
Others on the NH Kitten squad
include: centers Jeff Bussey,
Tom Vasquez, and Tom Rowden;
forwards Dean Gaskill, Dave
Harkinson, Bob Harvey, Doug
Ricard, Steve Seay, and Doug
Sweet; other guards are John
Freeman, Dick Sinnott, and Tom
Steininger.

SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE

Lose Hotkey Thriller to Dartmouth
Both UNH hockey and basket
ball teams dropped road contests
last night. The basketball team
absorbed their eighth loss of
the year, 87-72 to Boston Uni
versity in the Hub. The win was
number four for BU’ s Huskies.
On the ice at Dartmouth, UNH
lost a 7-6 sudden death heartbreaker to the Ivy Leaguers on a
goal by Matthews. UNH fell down
2-0, cut the lead to a goal and

then in the third period scored
twice on markersby Barry Jones
and Bert Myers to go ahead. The
Indians tied the game with 17:25
elapsed in the third period, then
won it in overtime. John Gilday
(eye) and Dude Thorn (leg) both
suffered injuries.
Other NH goal getters - Bob
McCarthy, Brad Houston (2), and
Thorn. UNH has now lost three
one-goal verdicts to the Indians.

FAMILY

SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Sweaters, Sportswear

AMERICAN
TOURISTER

LUGGAGE

Fine ^ a lit y at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Stmre
Maplewood Avenue. Portsmouth, N. H.

RED'S FAMOUS SHOE BARN

Reg. Price 24.95 to 44.95

Cttiedlations
of Famous Brand Shoes

Now

1 7 « " 3 0 «
Plus Tax

Largest Showing of Campus
Shoes in Area
35 Broadway St.

Dover, N. H.

_

CO M P^
------

Open 9 - 9 (Mon. - Sat.)

"^ 4 3 2 Central Ave., Dover, N.H.
Open Friday Nite Until 9 p.m.

